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ACUP 2021 CATEGORY:
DISTINCTIVE SERVICE – Achieved innovative goals for growth while continuing operational
production demands. How did you continue daily production while implementing drastic changes
such as new equipment installs, plant moves, or reorganization.
SUBMISSION FOR CONSIDERATION:
In addition to serving UCSF (University of California, San Francisco), Documents & Media also
provides services to UC Berkeley, UC Hastings Law, and the UC Office of the President (UCOP). It
also provides services as needed to other UC campuses like UC Santa Cruz, UCLA, UC San Diego,
and UC Santa Barbara. These other UC groups outside of UCSF generate around 43% of our annual
revenue.
Because of the COVID-19 situation, Documents & Media suffered a severe reduction in revenue,
when UC Berkeley and UC Hastings Law campuses basically shutdown during the shelter-in-home
orders and ongoing campus curtailment period.
Because of the loss in revenue, the department was heavily impacted by required staff reductions in
July 2020. First, we were asked to terminate two annual contract positions (one at UCSF and one at
UCB) that supported our Print Management (copier) Program. Then we also had to layoff a
supervisor, two admin staff, and two production staff (direct mail, bindery). Additionally, of the
remaining staff, we also had three staff put on pay/time reduction, and one on temporary layoff.
We hope that this information helps set the table for our submission.
In addition to our own labor contracts we terminated with our own staff, we also suspended our
out-sourced messenger/delivery contract, saving $6K a month.
This also meant is that we had to take our remaining bindery staff and now use them as our
messenger/delivery team, around the current production and bindery work already assigned to them.
Because we lost our primary person in the bindery, and have the need to double up roles with the
production remaining staff, we saw a need for automation in regards to small size lamination jobs.
We invested in a Lami Revo-Office automatic laminator in order streamline this process (compared to
a hand-fed pouch lamination process) and allow our staff to multitask.
Our admin processes for A/P and A/R have been redistributed to our Production Manager and Print
Management Program lead, since they were involved in these monthly processes already, and now
they have been given bigger responsibilities at this time.
Finally, with the loss of a very experienced mail job planner, that work has been assigned ad-hoc to
available print planners to try and figure out.
Challenging times for all of us in this industry. But I am sure we all do what we have to do to stay in
business and provide a value to our respective schools.
Thank you for your consideration.

Automatic Laminator

Increase productivity with automatic feeding, laminating and cutting. The new Revo-Office laminator
will do it all with one touch of the start button. With a compact design and simple operation, the
Revo-Office automatic laminator is perfect for the office or copy shop.

20"

13.5"
26.5"

Compact size and design fits
perfectly into any office setting.

Film change is easy - just lift
out the two roll cassette.

With its compact design, the RevoOffice allows you to laminate on
demand unattended.

The industry’s first film cassette is easy
to change. Now anyone can change
the film roll easily and quickly.
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Easy to operate digital panel.
Set start and stop and number of
sheets easily and quickly on the
operation panel.

Automatic Laminator

Just push one button and
that’s it.

Open the top for easy
maintenance and cleaning.

The Revo-Office runs automatically
and unattended. Simply set the
number of sheets and push start.

Clean rollers and machine parts easily
with access from the top.

Max. Laminating Width

11"

Laminating Film Thickness

1.5, 3, 5 mil

Laminating Film Type

gloss, matte

Temperature

variable

Power

110v

External Dimensions

27" x 20" x 14"

Weight

66 lbs.

Warm-up time

5 min.

Laminating Speed

240 sheets/hour

Equipped with internal cutter.
Set various front and rear margin sizes
to be cut automatically.

Pouch Lamination vs. Automatic Lamination
Individual sheets
need
to be fed

With a pouch laminator,
you need to stand by the
machine and feed each
pouch individually.
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Laminator
processing
automatically

With the Revo-Office laminator,
stack the paper in the feed, and
just push start for automatic
lamination.

